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Abstract
In this paper we investigate the one-dimensional Schrodinger operator L(q) with
complex-valued periodic potential q when q ∈ L1[0, 1] and qn = 0 for n = 0,−1,−2, ...,
where qn are the Fourier coefficients of q with respect to the system {e
i2pinx}. We prove
that the Bloch eigenvalues are (2pin + t)2 for n ∈ Z, t ∈ C and find explicit formulas
for the Bloch functions. Then we consider the inverse problem for this operator.
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1 Introduction and Preliminary Facts
Let L(q) be the operator generated in L2(−∞,∞) by the expression
− y
′′
(x) + q(x)y(x) (1)
with a complex-valued periodic potential q. In 1980, Gasymov [4] proved the following
remarkable results for the operator L(q) with the potential q of the form
q(x) =
∞∑
n=1
qne
inx, (2)
where ∑
n
| qn |<∞.
Result 1: The spectrum S(L(q)) of the operator L(q) is purely continuous and
S(L(q)) = [0,∞). (3)
There may be second order spectral singularity on the continuous spectrum which must
coincide with numbers of the form (n2 )
2.
Result 2: The equation
− y
′′
(x) + q(x)y(x) = µ2y(x) (4)
has a solution of the form
f(x, µ) = eiµx(1 +
∞∑
n=1
1
n+ 2µ
∞∑
α=n
vn,αe
iαx), (5)
1
2where the following series converge
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∞∑
α=n+1
α(α − n) | vn,α |,
∞∑
n=1
n | vn,α | .
Result 3: By the Floquet solutions (5) a spectral expansion was constructed.
Result 4: It was shown that the Wronskian of the Floquet solutions
fn(x) =: lim
µ→n
2
(n− 2µ)f(x,−µ)
and f(x, n2 ) is equal to zero and therefore they are linearly dependent:
fn(x) = snf(x,
n
2
). (6)
It was proved that from the generalized norming numbers {sn} one can effectively reconstruct
{qn}. That is, the inverse spectral problem was considered.
Guillemin and Uribe [6] investigated the boundary value problem (bvp) generated on
[0, 2pi] by (1) and the periodic boundary conditions when q ∈ Q+2 , that is, q ∈ L2[0, 2pi] and
has the form (2). It was proved that the eigenvalues of this bvp are n2 for n ∈ Z and the
corresponding root functions were studied. For the operator L(q) with the potential q ∈ Q+2
the inverse spectral problem was investigated in detail by Pastur and Tkachenko [9] and the
alternative proofs of (3) were provided by Shin [10], Carlson [1] and Christiansen [2].
In this paper, we first prove that if q ∈ L1[0, 1], q(x+ 1) = q(x) and
qn = 0, ∀n = 0,−1,−2, ..., (7)
where qn = (q(x), e
i2pinx) and (., .) is the inner product in L2[0, 1], then
S(L(q)) = [0,∞), S(Lt(q)) = {(2pin+ t)
2 : n ∈ Z} (8)
for all t ∈ C, where Lt(q) is the operator generated in L2[0, 1] by (1) and the conditions
y(1) = eity(0), y
′
(1) = eity
′
(0). (9)
It is well-known that (see [3, 8]) the spectrum S(L(q)) of the operator L(q) is the union
of the spectra S(Lt(q)) of the operators Lt(q) for t ∈ (−pi, pi]. Thus we prove (8) for more
general case and as one can see from Theorem 1 that in a simple way. Moreover, we find
explicit formulas for the Bloch functions and consider the inverse problem for this general
case. The method of this paper is based on the following statements of my paper [12]:
The large eigenvalues λn(t) and the corresponding normalized eigenfunctions Ψn,t(x)
of the operator Lt(q) for q ∈ L1[0, 1] and t 6= 0, pi, satisfy the following asymptotic formulas
λn(t) = (2pin+ t)
2 +O(
ln |n|
n
), Ψn,t(x) = e
i(2pin+t)x +O(
1
n
). (10)
These asymptotic formulas are uniform with respect to t in [ρ, pi − ρ], where ρ ∈ (0, pi2 ) (see
Theorem 2 of [9]). Furthermore, the following formulas hold (see (22) and (28) in [12]):
(λn(t)− (2pin+ t)
2)(Ψn,t, e
i(2pin+t)x) = Am(λn(t))(Ψn,t, e
i(2pin+t)x) +Rm+1(λn(t)), (11)
where
Am(λ) =
∑
k=1,2,...,m
ak(λ), (12)
3ak(λ) =
∑
n1,n2,...,nk
qn1qn2 ...qnkq−n(k)∏
s=1,2,...,k
[λ− (2pi(n− n(s)) + t)2]
, (13)
Rm(λ) =
∑
n1,n2,...,nm
qn1qn2 ...qnm(qΨn,t, e
i(2pi(n−n(m))+t)x)∏
s=1,2,...,m
[λ− (2pi(n− n(s)) + t)2]
= O(
ln |n|
n
)m, (14)
n(s) =: n1 + n2 + · · ·+ ns (15)
and the summations in (13) and (14) are taken with the conditions n(s) 6= 0 for s = 1, 2, ....
2 On the Bloch Eigenvalues and Bloch Functions
Denote by L+1 [0, 1] and L
−
1 [0, 1] the set of all q ∈ L1[0, 1] satisfying (7) and qn = 0 for
n = 0, 1, 2, ...respectively. The formula (11) immediately give us the following
Theorem 1 If q ∈ L+1 [0, 1] then the eigenvalues of Lt(q) for t ∈ C are (2pin + t)
2, where
n ∈ Z. These eigenvalues for t 6= pik, where k ∈ Z, are simple. The eigenvalues (2pin)2 for
n ∈ Z\{0} and (2pin+ pi)2 for n ∈ Z are double eigenvalues of L0(q) and Lpi(q) respectively.
The theorem continues to hold if L+1 [0, 1] is replaced by L
−
1 [0, 1].
Proof. Since at least one of the indices n1, n2, ..., nk, −n(k) (see (15)) is not positive
number, by (7), (13) and (12) ak(λn(t)) = 0, Am(λn(t)) = 0 for all k,m.Therefore in (11)
letting m tend to infinity and then using (14) and (10) we obtain λn(t) = (2pin + t)
2 for
t ∈ [ρ, pi − ρ] and n > N(ρ)≫ 1. On the other hand λn(t) are the squares of the roots of
F (µ) = 2 cos t, ∀t ∈ [ρ, pi − ρ],
where F (µ) = ϕ
′
(1, µ) + θ(1, µ) and ϕ(x, µ), θ(x, µ) are the solutions of the equation (4)
satisfying the initial conditions θ(0, µ) = ϕ
′
(0, µ) = 1, θ
′
(0, µ) = ϕ(0, µ) = 0 (see [3]).
Thus the entire functions F (µ) and 2 cosµ coincide on {(2pin+ t) : t ∈ [ρ, pi− ρ]}. Therefore
these functions are identically equal in the complex plane and hence the eigenvalues of Lt(q)
are the squares of the roots of the equation cosµ = cos t for all t ∈ C. That is, in the case
q ∈ L+1 [0, 1] the theorem is proved. The case q ∈ L
−
1 [0, 1] can be proved in the same way
Corollary 1 Suppose q ∈ L+1 [0, 1] ∪ L
−
1 [0, 1]. Let E2n and E2n+1 be the subspaces corre-
sponding to the eigenvalues (2pin)2 and (2pin+ pi)2 of the operators L0(q) and Lpi(q) respec-
tively. Then any sequence obtained as the union of orthonolmal bases of all the subspaces
E2n (E2n+1) for n = 0, 1, ... is a Reisz basis of L2[0, 1].
Proof. Since the periodic (antiperiodic) boundary conditions are regular by [11] the
sequence of subspaces {E2n}
∞
0 ({E2n+1}
∞
0 ) is a Riesz basis of the space L2[0, 1]. Therefore
the proof follows from the following well-known statement: If the sequence of subspaces
{Hn}
∞
0 is a Riesz basis of the Hilbert spaces H, then any sequence obtained as the union
of orthonolmal bases of all the subspaces Hn for n = 0, 1, ... form a Reisz basis in H ( see
[5] p. 344).
Note that the operators L0(q) and Lpi(q) in the case q(x) = Ae
2piirx, where A ∈ C
and r ∈ Z, was investigated in detail by N. B. Kerimov [7]. He found a necessary and
sufficient condition for a system of root functions of these operators to be a basis in Lp[0, 1]
for arbitrary p ∈ (1,∞). Moreover he determined whether the eigenvalue (pin)2 corresponds
to the 2 linearly independent eigenfunctions or eigenfunction and associated function and
wrote explicit formulas for all root functions.
4Now to consider the Bloch functions Ψn,t(x) corresponding to the eigenvalue (2pin+ t)
2
we use the equality
((2pin+ t)2 − (2pi(n+ p) + t)2)(Ψn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x) = (qΨn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x) (16)
obtained from −Ψ
′′
n,t + qΨn,t = (2pin+ t)
2Ψn,t by multiplying e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x.
Theorem 2 Suppose q ∈ L+1 [0, 1]. Let Ψn,t(x) be the eigenfunction of the operator Lt(q)
corresponding to the eigenvalue (2pin+ t)2 and normalized as
(Ψn,t, e
i(2pin+t)x) = 1, (17)
where t 6= pik for k ∈ Z. Then
Ψn,t(x) = e
i(2pin+t)x +
∑
p∈N
cp,n(t)e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x, (18)
where
cp,n(t) = dp,n(t)(qp +
p−1∑
k=1
∑
n1,n2,...,nk
qn1qn2 ...qnkqp−n(k)
k∏
s=1
(2pi(2n+ p− n(s)) + 2t)2pi(n(s)− p)
), (19)
dp,n(t) = −(2pip(2pi(2n+ p) + 2t))
−1 for p = 1, 2, ... and
{n1, n2, ..., ns, p− n1 − n2 − ...− ns} ⊂ N =: {1, 2, ..., } (20)
for s = 1, 2, ..., p− 1. The theorem continues to hold if L+1 [0, 1] is replaced by L
−
1 [0, 1] and N
in (18) and (20) is replaced by −N.
Proof. Let Ψn,t(x) be the normalized eigenfunction of the operator Lt(q) corresponding
to the eigenvalue (2pin + t)2 and t 6= pik for k ∈ Z. (In the end we prove that there exists
an eigenfunction of the operator Lt(q) satisfying (17). For simplicity of notation we denote
it also by Ψn,t). Since the systems {e
i(2pin+t)x : n ∈ Z} and {ei(2pin+t)x : n ∈ Z} are
biorthogonal in L2[0, 1] we have
Ψn,t(x) − (Ψn,t, e
i(2pin+t)x)ei(2pin+t)x =
∑
p∈Z\{0}
(Ψn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x)ei(2pi(n+p)+t)x. (21)
To find (Ψn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x) we iterate (16) by using
(qΨn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x) =
∑
n1
qn1(Ψn,t(x), e
i(2pi(n+p−n1)+t)x) (22)
(see (14) of [12]). Namely, using (22) and (16) we get
(Ψn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x) = dp,n(t)
∑
n1
qn1(Ψn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p−n1)+t)x). (23)
Now isolate the terms in the right-hand side of (23) containing the multiplicand
5(Ψn,t, e
i(2pin+t)x) which occurs in the case n1 = p and use (23) for the other terms to get
(Ψn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x) = dp,n(t)(qp(Ψn,t, e
i(2pin+t)x)+
∑
n1,n2
qn1qn2(Ψn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p−n1−n2)+t)x)
(2pi(2n+ p− n1) + 2t)2pi(n1 − p)
).
Repeating this processm times, that is, isolating again the terms containing the multiplicand
(Ψn,t, e
i(2pin+t)x) which occurs in the case n1 + n2 = p and using again (23) for the other
terms and doing this iteration m times, we obtain
(Ψn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x) = cp,n(t)(Ψn,t, e
i(2pin+t)x) + rm, (24)
rm = dp,n(t)
∑
n1,n2,...,nm

 qn1qn2 ...qnm(qΨn,t, ei(2pi(n+p−n(m))+t)x)m∏
s=1
[(2pi(2n+ p− n(s)) + 2t)2pi(n(s)− p)]

 , (25)
where m > p, p− n(s) 6= 0 for s = 1, 2, ...,m.
Now we prove that rm → 0 as m → ∞. By (20), nk ≥ 1 for k = 1, 2, ...,m and hence
n(s) ≥ s. Using this and taking into account that (qΨn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p−n(m))+t)x) → 0 as
m→∞ from (25) we obtain
| rm |≤| dp,n(t) |
∏
s=1,2,...,m

 ∑
j≥s, j 6=p
M
| (2pi(2n+ p− j) + 2t)2pi(j − p) |

 (26)
for m≫ 1, where M = supn | qn | . Clearly, there exists K(t) such that
∑
j≥s, j 6=p
|
M
(2pi(2n+ p− j) + 2t)2pi(j − p)
|≤ K(t). (27)
for s = 1, 2, ...,m. Moreover, if s > 4(| n | + | p |) then
∑
j≥s
|
M
(2pi(2n+ p− j) + 2t)2pi(j − p)
|<
∑
j≥s
M
j2
<
M
s− 1
. (28)
Now using (26)-(28) we obtain
| rm |≤
| dp,n(t) |M
m−4(|n|+|p|)(K(t))4(|n|+|p|)
4(| n | + | p |)(4(| n | + | p |) + 1)...(m− 1)
which implies that rm → 0 as m→∞. Therefore in (24) letting m tend to infinity we get
(Ψn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x) = cp,n(t)(Ψn,t, e
i(2pin+t)x). (29)
This with (21) shows that (Ψn,t, e
i(2pin+t)x) 6= 0. Therefore, there exists eigenfunction, de-
noted again by Ψn,t, satisfying (17) and for this eigenfunction, by (29), we have
(Ψn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x) = cp,n(t). (30)
The indices n1, n2, ..., nk, p− n(k) taking part in the expression of cp,n(t) (see (19)) satisfy
(20). Therefore if p < 0, then the set of these indices is empty, that is, the first term on the
right-hand side of (24) does not appear at all. Hence, from (24) using the relation rm → 0
6as m→∞ we obtain
(Ψn,t, e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x) = 0, ∀p < 0. (31)
Thus (18) for q ∈ L+1 [0, 1] follows from (21), (17), (30) and (31). The case q ∈ L
−
1 [0, 1] can
be considered in the same way.
3 On the Inverse Problem
First consider the Floquet solutions of the equation (4) defined by
Ψ(x, µ) = Ψn,t(x) (32)
for µ = (2pin + t), where n ∈ Z, Re t ∈ (−pi, pi] and Ψn,t(x) is studied in Theorem 2. Since
Ψn,t(x) satisfies (9), we have
Ψn,t(x+m) = e
itmΨn,t(x)
for all x ∈ (−∞,∞) and m ∈ Z. This with the equality Imµ = Im t implies that
Ψ(x, µ) ∈ L2(a,∞), Ψ(x,−µ) ∈ L2(−∞, a) for Imµ > 0 and a ∈ (−∞,∞). Therefore
repeating the arguments of [4] one can obtain the spectral expansion. Note that we con-
struct the Floquet solution for more general case and by the other method (see Result 2 in
introduction).
Now we consider the inverse problem as follows. We write the Fourier decomposition of
Ψn,t(x) and Ψ−n,−t(x) in the form
Ψn,t(x) =
∑
p∈Z
cp,n(t)e
i(2pi(n+p)+t)x, Ψ−n,−t(x) =
∑
p∈Z
cp,−n(−t)e
i(2pi(−n+p)−t)x, (33)
where, by Theorem 2, cp,n(t) for p > 0 is defined by (19) and
c0,n(t) = 1, cp,n(t) = 0, ∀p < 0. (34)
First we show that
lim
t→0
8ntpic2n+p,−n(−t) = cp,n(0)s2n, ∀p ≥ −2n, (35)
lim
t→pi
4(2n+ 1)(t− pi)pic2n+p+1,−n(−t) = cp,n(pi)s2n+1, ∀p ≥ −2n− 1, (36)
where
sn = qn +
n−1∑
k=1
Sk(n), Sk(n) =
∑
n1,n2,...,nk
qn1qn2 ...qnkqn−n(k)
k∏
s=1
(2pin(s))2pi(n− n(s))
, n = 1, 2, ... (37)
(see Lemma 1). Then using these equalities we prove that
lim
t→0
8npitΨ−n,−t(x) = s2nΨn,0(x), ∀n ≥ 1, (38)
lim
t→pi
4(2n+ 1)(t− pi)piΨ−n,−t(x) = s2n+1Ψn,pi(x), ∀n ≥ 0 (39)
(see Lemma 2 and Theorem 3). Due to (32) and (6) {sn} is the sequence of the norming
numbers. Finally, we investigate the property of the norming numbers and consider the
question when {sn} may be a sequence of the norming number for the operator L(q) with
7potential q ∈ L+1 [0, 1] (see Theorem 4, Proposition 1 and Corollary 2).
Lemma 1 The equalities (35) and (36) hold for all n ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0 respectively.
Proof. The proof of (35) for p = −2n follows from (34). From the definition of dp,n(t)
(see Theorem 2) we see that
d2n+p,−n(0) = dp,n(0), lim
t→0
8npitd2n,−n(−t) = 1, (40)
lim
t→0
8npitd2n+p,−n(−t) = 0, ∀p 6= 0,−2n. (41)
Therefore by (19) and (37) we have
lim
t→0
8npitc2n,−n(−t) = s2n.
Thus the proof of (35) for p = 0 also follows from (34).
To prove (35) in the more complicated cases p 6= 0,−2n we rewrite c2n+p,−n(−t), cp,n(0)
and s2n in the following form
c2n+p,−n(−t) =
2n+p−1∑
k=0
Dk(−t), D0(−t) = d2n+p,−n(−t)q2n+p, (42)
Dk(−t) =
∑
n1,n2,...,nk
Dk(−t, n1, n2, ..., nk), ∀k > 0, (43)
Dk(−t, n1, n2, ..., nk) =
d2n+p,−n(−t)qn1qn2 ...qnkq2n+p−n(k)
k∏
s=1
(2pi(p− n(s))− 2t)2pi(n(s)− 2n− p)
, (44)
cp,n(0) =
p−1∑
j=0
Fj , F0 = dp,n(0)qp, (45)
Fj = dp,n(0)
∑
n1,n2,...,nj
qn1qn2 ...qnj qp−n(j)
j∏
s=1
(2pi(p− n(s)))2pi(n(s) − 2n− p)
, (46)
s2n =
2n−1∑
i=0
Ei, E0 = q2n, Ei =
∑
m1,m2,...,mi
E(m1,m2, ...,mi), (47)
E(m1,m2, ...,mi) =
qm1qm2 ...qmiq2n−m(i)
i∏
s=1
(2pim(s))2pi(2n−m(s))
. (48)
By (41)
lim
t→0
8npitD0(−t) = 0. (49)
Now let us investigate Dk(−t) for 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n+ p− 1 and p 6= 0,−2n. By (44), (7) and
by (15) and (20) we have 2n + p − n(k) > 0 and n(s) < n(k) for s < k . Therefore the
multiplicand n(s)− 2n− p of the denominator of the fraction in (44) is a negative integer:
n(s)− 2n− p < 0 (50)
for s = 1, 2, ..., k. To investigate the other multiplicand p− n(s) consider the cases:
8Case 1: −2n < p < 0. Since n(s) > 0, we have p− n(s) 6= 0. This with (50) gives
lim
t→0
8npitDk(−t) = 0.
Therefore (35) follows from (34), (42) and (49).
Case 2: p > 0. One can readily see that Dk(−t) can be written in the form
Dk(−t) =
p−1∑
j=−1
Dk,j(−t), (51)
where Dk,−1(−t) and Dk,j(−t) for j ≥ 0 are the right-hand side of (43) when the summation
is taken under conditions
p− n(s) 6= 0, ∀s = 1, 2, ...k (52)
and
n1 + n2 + ...+ nj+1 = p. (53)
respectively. By (52), (50) and (44) we have
lim
t→0
8npitDk,−1(−t) = 0. (54)
Now consider Dk,j(−t) for j ≥ 0, i.e., assume that (53) holds. The indices n1, n2, ..., nj+1
satisfying (53) take part in Dk,j(−t) if and only if j + 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n+ j, since ns > 0 for all
s = 1, 2, ... and 2n+ p− n(k) > 0 (see (44)). Therefore
Dk,j(−t) = 0 (55)
for k ≤ j and for k > 2n+ j. Thus it remains to consider Dk,j(−t) for j ≥ 0 and
j + 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n + j. If (53) holds then nj+1 = p − n(j) and by (44) the expression
Dk(−t, n1, n2, ..., nk) can be written as product of
d2n+p,−n(−t)qn1qn2 ...qnjqp−n(j)(
j∏
s=1
(2pi(p− n(s))− 2t)2pi(n(s)− 2n− p)
)
8npit
and
qnj+2qnj+3 ...qnkq2n−nj+2−nj+3−...−nk
k∏
s=j+2
(2pi(nk+2 + nk+3 + ...+ ns))2pi(2n− nk+2 − nk+3 − ...− ns)
.
The last expression is E(m1,m2, ...,mk−j−1) for m1 = nj+2, m2 = nj+3, ...,mk−j−1 = nk
(see (48)). Using this and (40) and taking into account that p− n(s) 6= 0 for all s 6= j + 1
(see (53) and use the inequality ns > 0 for all s = 1, 2, ... ) we obtain
lim
t→0
8npitDk,j(−t) = Fj
∑
m1,m2,...,mk−j−1
E(m1,m2, ...,mk−j−1).
This with (55), (47) and (45) implies that
lim
t→0
8npit
2n+p−1∑
k=0
Dk,j(−t) = Fj
2n+j∑
k=j+1
Ek−j−1 = Fjs2n,
9lim
t→0
8npit
p−1∑
j=0
2n+p−1∑
k=0
Dk,j = s2n
p−1∑
j=0
Fj = s2ncp,n(0).
Thus (35) follows from (42), (51) and (54). In the same way one can prove (36)
Lemma 2 For any n ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0 there exist constants K and L such that the inequalities
8npit | (qΨ−n,−t, e
i(2pim−t)x) |< K, ∀m ∈ Z (56)
and
4(2n+ 1)pi(pi − t) | (qΨ−n,−t, e
i(2pim−t)x) |< L, ∀m ∈ Z (57)
hold for t ∈ (0, pi2 ) and for t ∈ [
pi
2 , pi) respectively.
Proof. Let us prove (56) for t ∈ (0, pi2 ). Since (q(x)Ψ−n,−t(x), e
i(2pim−t)x) tends to zero
as |m| → ∞, there exists a constant C(t) and integer k0(t) such that
max
m∈Z
∣∣∣(q(x)Ψ−n,−t(x), ei(2pim−t)x)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣(q(x)Ψ−n,−t(x), ei(2pik0−t)x)∣∣∣ = C(t). (58)
Let l be an integer such that ∑
k≥l
1
k2
<
1
2M
, (59)
where M is defined in (26). Using (58), (22) and then (30), (59) we obtain
C(t) =
∣∣∣(qΨ−n,−t, ei(2pik0−t)x)∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
m:|k0−m|≤|n|+l
qm(Ψ−n,−t, e
i(2pi(k0−m)−t)x)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (60)
+ |
∑
m:|k0−m|>|n|+l
qm(q(x)ΨN,t(x), e
i(2pi(k0−m)+t)x)
(−2pin− t)2 − (2pi(k0 −m)− t)2
|< S +
C(t)
2
,
where
S =M
∑
p:|p|≤2|n|+l
| c−n,p(−t) | . (61)
On the other hand, from (19) and (20) one can readily see that there exists a constant c
such that 8npit |c−n,p(−t)| < c for all p with | p |≤ 2 | n | +l. Moreover the number of the
summands in (61) is less that 2(2 | n | +l + 1). Therefore 8npit | S |< 2M(2 | n | +l + 1)c.
This inequality with (60) implies that
8npitC(t) < 2M(2 | n | +l + 1)c+
8npitC(t)
2
,
that is, (56) holds for K = 4M(2 | n | +l + 1)c. In the same way we prove (57).
Theorem 3 If q ∈ L+1 [0, 1] then (38) and (39) hold for n ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0 respectively.
Proof. From (30), (16) and Lemma 2 it follows that
8npit |cp,−n(−t)| =| 8npitdp,−n(−t)(qΨ−n,−t, e
i(2pi(−n+p)−t)x) |< K | dp,−n(t) | (62)
for t ∈ (0, pi2 ). Therefore the series
8npitΨ−n,−t(x) = 8npite
i(−2pin−t)x +
∑
p∈N
8npitcp,−n(−t)e
i(2pi(−n+p)−t)x) (63)
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(see (18)) converges uniformly with respect to x ∈ [0, 1] and t ∈ (0, pi2 ]. Thus, in (63) letting
t tend to zero and using equality (35) we get the proof of (38). To prove (39) instead of (35)
and (56) we use (36) and (57) and repeat the proof of (38).
From (38) and (39) we define the norming numbers sn for n = 1, 2, ...By (37)
s1 = q1, s2 = q2 +
q21
(2pi)2
, s3 = q3 +
q1q2
(2pi)2
+
q31
4(2pi)4
, .... (64)
Thus if the norming numbers sn for n = 1, 2, ... are given then one can define recurrently
q1 = s1, q2 = s2 −
s21
(2pi)2
, q3 = s3 −
s1s2
(2pi)2
+
3s31
4(2pi)4
, .... (65)
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. Let S be the set of all
sequences {sn} for which there exists s ∈ L1[0, 1] with (s(x), e
i2pinx) = sn for all n = 1, 2, ....
Theorem 4 For every q ∈ L+1 [0, 1] the sequence {sn} of norming numbers is an element
of S. Conversely, for any sequence {sn} from S there exists unique q ∈ L
+
1 [0, 1] such that
the sequence of the norming numbers of L(q) coincides with {sn} if and only if the solutions
q1, q2, ... of (37) is a bounded sequence.
Proof. Since | qn |≤M for all n, where M is defined in (26), from (37) we obtain
| S1(n) |≤
M2
(2pi)2
n−1∑
k=1
1
k(n− k)
. (66)
In the same way we get
| Sk(n) |≤
Mk+1
(2pi)2k
(
n−1∑
k=1
1
k(n− k)
)k
. (67)
Now using the obvious inequality
n−1∑
k=1
1
k(n− k)
<
2(1 + lnn)
n
, ∀n ≥ 4 (68)
from (37) we obtain that
sn − qn = O(n
−1 lnn). (69)
Therefore there exists p ∈ L2[0, 1] such that (p(x), e
i2pinx) = sn−qn for all n = 1, 2, .... Then
the function s(x) = p(x)+q(x) belongs to L1[0, 1] and (s(x), e
i2pinx) = sn for all n = 1, 2, ....,
that is, {sn} ∈ S.
Now suppose that {sn} ∈ S and the solutions q1, q2, ... of (37) is a bounded sequence.
Then there exists a constant C such that | qn |≤ C for n = 1, 2, ... Instead ofM using C and
repeating the proof of (69) we see that {qn} ∈ S. Therefore there exists unique q ∈ L
+
1 [0, 1]
such that the sequence of the norming numbers of L(q) coincides with {sn}.
It remains to find the conditions on the sequence {sn} of norming numbers such that
the sequence {qn} defined from (37) is bounded. Below we present an example by using the
following obvious inequality
n−1∑
k=1
1
k(n− k)
≤ 1, ∀n > 1. (70)
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which follows from (68) for n > 5 and can be verified by calculations for n ≤ 5.
Proposition 1 If the sequence {sn} of norming numbers satisfies the inequality
| sn |≤ 2pi −
2pi
2pi − 1
, ∀n = 1, 2, ... (71)
then for the sequence {qn} defined from (37) the following estimations hold
| qm |≤ 2pi, ∀m = 1, 2, ... (72)
Proof. Let us prove (72) by induction. It follows from (65) that (72) holds for m = 1, 2.
Assume that (72) holds for m < n, where n > 2. Then | qm |≤ 2pi for m < n. The indices
n1, n2, ..., nk, n− nk taking part in the expressions of Sk(n) for k = 1, 2, ..., n− 1 (see (37))
less that n, since they are positive numbers and their total sum is n. Therefore by assumption
of the induction the Fourier coefficients taking part in those expressions satisfy (72). Thus
in (67) instead of M taking 2pi and then using (70) we get
n−1∑
k=1
| Sk(n) |≤
n−1∑
k=1
(2pi)k+1
(2pi)2k
<
2pi
2pi − 1
.
This with (37) and (71) implies that | qn |≤| sn | +
2pi
2pi−1 ≤ 2pi
Theorem 4 with Proposition 1 implies
Corollary 2 For any sequence {sn} ∈ S satisfying (71) there exists unique q ∈ L
+
1 [0, 1]
such that the sequence of the norming numbers of L(q) coincides with {sn}.
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